
Pharm-11A6 Write a brief outline on the pharmacology of remifentanil. 
 
Background 
 
Remifentanil is a short-acting selective mu-opioid agonist 
Phenylpiperidine derivative with unique ester linkages ! confer unique organ 
independent metabolism 
Commonly used for intra-operative analgesia, sedation and patient controlled 
analgesia during labour 
 
Dose = 1 microg/kg bolus or 0.01 ~ 1 microg/kg/min infusion 
 
Physicochemical and Pharmaceutical 
 
1, 2 and 5 mg ampoules containing remifentanil hydrochloride as a white powder 
Mixed with glycine (∴ cannot be used via epidural/intrathecal routes) 
Need to be reconstituted with water/saline before use 
Weak base (pKa 7.3) 
 
Pharmacokinetic 
 
Administration 

- intravenous only 
 
Distribution 

- weak base with pKa 7.3 ! 58% unionised at physiological pH 
- relatively low lipid solubility (1/30 of fentanyl, 20× morphine) 
- small volume of distribution = 0.5 L/kg 
- protein binding = 70% 
- rapid effect site equilibration (t1/2ke0 ≈ 1 min – similar to alfentanil) 

 
Metabolism 

- organ independent metabolism ! unaffected by liver and renal dysfunction 
- ester hydrolysis by non-specific plasma, RBC and tissue esterases ! very 

rapid metabolism 
- not metabolised by cholinesterases 
- inactive metabolites (1/3000 activity of remi) 

 
Elimination 

- t1/2β ≈ 10 min 
- large clearance ≈ 40 mL/kg/min ! rapid offset 
- CSHT after 4 hour infusion = 4 min – relatively context insensitive 
- metabolite excreted in urine 

 
The rapid onset of remifentanil is due to its small volume of distribution and rapid 
effect site equilibration kinetics 
 
The rapid offset of remifentanil is due to its large clearance via rapid metabolism 
(ester hydrolysis) instead of redistribution 
 



Pharmacodynamic 
 
MoA – pure MOP agonist (GPCR ! ↑K+ conductant and ↓Ca2+ entry ! 
hyperpolarisation ! analgesia) 
 
CNS – analgesia (via MOP receptors) ± opioid induced hyperalgesia/tolerance; 
minimum sedation; may induce nausea/vomiting; may precipitate seizures (all 
fentanyl derivatives) 
High dose remi ! ↓CBF and ↓CMRO2 without changes to ICP and IOP 
No change to cerebral chemcal autoregulation by PaCO2 
 
CVS – direct vagal stimulation ! bradycardia ± ↓CO ± ↓MAP 
 
RESP – acts on medullary respiratory centres ! potent respiratory depression (↓TV, 
↓RR ! ↓MV); can cause apnoea 
 
MSK – activation of pre-synaptic/brainstem opioid receptors ! modulate descending 
serotonergic/GABAergic pathways ! truncal muscle rigidity 
↑rate of remi administration ! ↑incidence of rigidity 
 
GIT – ↑biliary pressures (like fentanyl) 
 
OTHER – dose not trigger histamine release 
 
Examiner’s comments – This question was passed by 55.3% of candidates. 

A clear pass required: Some sort of logical approach to the description of drug 
pharmacology incorporating: Drug + Chemistry + Uses + Pharmaceutic information 
including presentation and recommended doses. A proposed mechanism of action  

Pharmacokinetics Pharmacodynamics Key chemistry description needed to 
highlight: phenylpiperidine derivation from fentanyl, synthetic preparation, unique 
ester linkage. There are multiple uses of this agent - simply stating “as a component 
of TIVA” gained marks but did not gain maximum credit. Pharmaceutic information, 
in addition to describing the “powder filled ampoules” or “vials of remi”, needed to 
identify the powder as remifentanil hydrochloride and ideally note the presence of 
glycine (as this has relevance to routes of administration). To score well, both bolus 
and infusion dosing had to be given. Few candidates correctly stated any mechanism 
of action, fewer correctly identified mu selectivity, and fewer still the mechanism of 
mu agonism induced analgesia. The bulk of the available points were allocated to a 
description of the agent’s pharmacokinetics reflecting its novel features. Whilst some 
recall of volume of distribution, elimination half life, and context specific parameters 
was necessary, a clear pass required more than a list of uninterpreted numbers. 
Candidates needed to describe/explain: remifentanil has a fast onset and why this is 
so, that offset is dependant on metabolism not redistribution, organ independent high 
capacity metabolism and metabolic products. Pharmacodynamics was not well 
described - the requirement was for a logical organ system approach outlining key 
effects in each system. Candidates who stated only that “the effects are those of 
morphine” could not score well 


